
Run Number 28: Ye Cracke, Rice Street, Liverpool.
The Pack: Bloody Bollox, RTfuct, Austin Powers, Sergeant Pecker (co-hare), Compo, Car thief, 
Snoozanne (co-hare).

Corrrrr – it’s 
a big un!!

Gee thanks, but 
actually my nob 
is just a regular 
size in the US



Everybody - I’m GAY!! I’m GAY!!
Thanks for sorting me out there 
Bloody Bollox, I’d suspected as 
much for years…

Forgetful and 
directionally-challenged 
hare Snoozanne had to 
take her cues from the 
road signs to find trail.

Oooh errr, on back –
it’s no entry down 
there – you must be 
going the wrong way.



New shoes

Virgin Emma and knackered Compo, 
and over-excited to be gay Austin 
Powers were pleased to take a pew on 
the first of the art pieces visited on this 
cultural extravaganza of the Liverpool 
bi-sexual festival.

Extra hash flash from Carthief



Shortly before the gallery warden shouted ‘No flash photography’ MTH3 trash is proud to offer this 
exclusive shot of the art installation at Green Lane.  We messed about in this for ages.  The main 
events here were that Emma was pleased to find the building had a loo facility and RTfuct and 
Austin Powers got confused and lost trying to get out of a long, black corridor with a dead hand in 
it.



Ancient ruin?  
Where?

Oh there’s the 
ancient ruin!



Across the Mersey, a big, 
fluorescent question mark on 

the side of a warehouse 
inspired MTH3 to their own 

artistic expression.  Very good 
isn’t it?

Art my arse!

This piece of art is a miniature, lumpy 
football pitch.  A very challenging 
concept that really changes the lives of 
those who experience it and is well worth 
the money spent.



Carthief had to discipline Emma with a smart slap to the face as he’d never heard such filthy 
language…except for in the MTH3 virgin song and the MTH3 where oh where song and the….

Way aye lad –
that’s a bloody 
novel vessel to 

drink a beer out of!



‘Down down’ is an 
instruction for Emma to 
drink her beer – not for you 
to bend over Austin 
Powers!  Being gay has 
really swamped his brain!

Don’t argue with him 
Snoozanne – he’ll 

only pick on you later!

He he he – very 
amusing Austin 
Powers.  Yes, yes 
whatever you say…



A solemn moment as Snoozanne took to the sacred ice.  Shortly afterwards she argued that ‘Hog 
calling time in Nebraska’ is a silly song.  Quite agree – and not at all in keeping with drinking beer 
out of a bed-pan whilst sat on a block of ice during a high latitude winter.



Compo’s epiphany

I’ve got it at 
last! It’s the 

beer that 
gets me 
drunk.



Austin Powers ended up having to drink his beer out of his NEW SHOES.  Apparently though, it 
was better than accidentally drinking an abandoned pint glass of cold, sour, beer with lumps in it at 
the Wirral and Chester H3 away weekend…ewwwwhhhhhh!!!!!


